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Abstract—The use of wireless networks to effectively support
hard real-time communications in the extremely harsh conditions
that avionics and aerospace systems and applications face aboard
(unmanned) autonomous vehicles is still an open issue.
This paper starts by defining and exploiting the properties of
the Wireless network Segment (WnS), a broadcast space where
all communicating devices are at one-hop distance of each other.
Then we discuss how to exploit and secure the properties defined
for the WnS and how those can be used to support low level
(frame) error monitoring and failure detection functions and,
more importantly, how such mechanisms can be used as building
blocks to architect, above the Wns, Resilient Hard Real-Time
protocols and services, such as reliable communication, node
failure detection and membership, clock synchronisation and a
global notion of time.
Such kind of protocols and services are extremely helpful
to build wireless-based distributed applications, and the mechanisms and properties one introduce in the WnS definition
constitute a first step towards the provision of similar guarantees
in multi-hop interconnected WnS networks.
Index Terms—network architectures; real-time; dependability;
timeliness; wireless communications; wireless sensor and actuator
networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of wireless networks in avionics and aerospace
environments has been seen as a must to reduce the Size,
Weight, and Power (SWaP) consumption, being at the same
time essential to support critical intra-vehicular communication of on-board devices, such as sensors and actuators.
Advances in microelectronics have enabled the development of
small but extremely powerful low-power sensor and actuators
devices, constituting the basis for the establishment of novel
distributed real-time embedded wireless networks with potential for monitoring the whole environment and performing
control functions. Wireless communications assume also a
fundamental role for the communication and cooperation of
distributed and mobile entities in the execution of complex
tasks. This is the case of small satellite clusters flying in
formation missions, as well as robotic teams for planetary
exploration.
In a distributed hard real-time environment, where communications must be, at the same time, correct, dependable,
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and timely, the presence of errors is extremely challenging in
the design, verification, and validation of the real-time guarantees offered by the communication platform. Theoretical
and schedulability analysis often disregard the impact of low
level (frame) errors in the operation of the whole networking
protocol stack, namely in the analysis and provision of endto-end real-time bounds [1], [2], [3], that ultimately can
lead to the violation of such bounds and therefore to the
failure of the whole system. The provision of hard real-time
bounds within one-hop wireless communications is a first step
towards the provision of end-to-end guarantees in multi-hop
environments [4].
In this paper we explore how the design of simple but
fundamental low levels extensions constitute the basis for the
specification of robust, reliable, and timely communication
protocols for wireless networks. We believe that these new
mechanisms will be of fundamental importance to design and
develop highly effective Resilient Hard Real-Time protocols
and services, such as reliable communication, node failure
detection and membership, clock synchronisation and global
notion of time [5].
To present our contributions this paper is organised as
follows: Section II presents the detailed description of an
one-hop abstract communication model dubbed Wireless network Segment (WnS), with suitable and useful properties
for the provision of dependable real-time guarantees; Section III presents the basis for frame error monitoring and
failure detection; Section IV uses the previous mechanisms
to advance towards the provision of Resilient Hard Real-Time
Communication services, above the WnS; finally, Section V
presents the conclusions and future research directions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
All networking communications described in this paper are
performed within the scope of a physical and data link layer
abstract networking model, dubbed Wireless network Segment
(WnS). The WnS is a broadcast space where the networking
nodes are able to communicate directly and sense transmission
from each other (one-hop distance). This simple approach
allows to achieve a first result: to exploit the broadcast nature
of the shared wireless transmission medium, throughout which
all networking nodes communicate. The terms networking
node, wireless node, or simply node, are used interchangeably
in this paper.

from xm , node x2 will be considered failed and therefore no
longer member of the WnS.
B. Fault model

Fig. 1: A representation of the WnS abstraction

A. Wireless network Segment (WnS) abstraction
The utilisation of the WnS communication model, introduced in [5] and updated and extended in [4], [6], [7],
can be formally expressed by an elementary tuple W nS =
hX, xm , Ci, where X is the set of the wireless nodes members
of the WnS; xm is the WnS coordinator, xm ∈ X; C represents a set of non-overlapping radio frequency communication
channels.
The set of WnS members is defined by X = {x1 , . . . , xn },
where the cardinality #X represents the number of nodes
within the WnS. All communications are performed through
a set of communication channels, C = {c1 , . . . , cz }, where
each cr ∈ C is a unique channel, being 1 ≤ r ≤ z. In case of
a WnS using only one channel, z = r = 1, i.e., #C = 1.
Every node xj ∈ X is included in the set of recipients
of each transmitted frame, for each channel cr ∈ C. The
broadcast domain of the WnS, for a given channel cr ∈ C,
#X
T
is defined by: BX (cr ) =
BD (xj , cr ), ∀xj ∈ X,
j=1

where BD (xj , cr ) is a geographic region that represents the
communication range of a node xj for a given channel cr .
Figure 1 illustrates a two-dimension representation of the
WnS, where the ellipses roughly characterise the radiation
diagram and the communication range of nodes for a given
channel cr ∈ C, being the grey area the characterisation of the
broadcast domain for a given WnS. In practice, the radiation
diagram of a node assumes irregular and complex forms [8].
Furthermore, let P (xj , cr ) represent the geographic position
of node xj transmitting on channel cr . A node xj ∈ X if, and
only if, ∃cr ∈ C where P (xj , cr ) ⊆ BX (cr ). Otherwise, a
node xj ∈
/ X if, and only if, ∀cr ∈ C, P (xj , cr ) * BX (cr ). In
Fig. 1, due to node mobility, node x2 changes its geographical
position from P (x2 , cr ) to P (x02 , cr ), located outside the
broadcast domain of the WnS and puts itself into a situation,
where it is within the communication range of all nodes in X
but xm , the WnS coordinator. Being unable to receive frames

Networking components (e.g., a channel cr ∈ C, or a node
xj ∈ X) either behave correctly or fail upon exceeding a given
number of consecutive omissions (the component’s omission
degree bound), fo , under a given observation criteria (e.g., the
duration of a given protocol execution, Trd ). Omission faults
may be inconsistent (i.e., not observed by all recipients).
In the context of networking communications, we define
an omission as an error that destroys a frame. In this sense,
errors derived from the presence of accidental faults are transformed into omissions, which are accounted for the purpose
of monitoring networking components at different levels. For
each received frame, every node xj ∈ X locally accounts the
observed omissions. Consecutive erroneous frames received
from the same channel input, i.e. a given source node xq ∈ X,
imply the signalling of a node persistent failure if exceeding a
given bound, kp ; a node crash failure is signalled if no traffic is
received from node xq during an observation period, bounded
by a given number of consecutive elementary monitoring
intervals, kc , each of limited duration, e.g., Trd .
Despite of their importance we are not considering intentional faults, being such topic addressed in future work.
C. WnS abstract channel properties
The characteristics of the low level layers in the wireless
networking protocol stack can be abstracted by a set of correctness, dependability, and timeliness properties, which are in
essence independent of each particular networking technology.
In our WnS abstraction such properties are offered through the
facet of an abstract single communication channel we dubbed
WnS abstract channel, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Property WnS1 (Broadcast) formalises that it is physically
impossible for a node xj ∈ X to send conflicting information
(in the same broadcast) to different nodes [9], within the
broadcast domain of the WnS, BX (cr ), for a given channel
cr ∈ C.
Property WnS2 (Error Detection) has both detection and
signalling facets; the detection facet, traditionally provided
by classical MAC sublayers, derives directly from frame
protection through a frame check sequence (FCS) mechanism,
which most utilised algorithm is the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC); the signalling facet is provided by the FCS extension
introduced in [7], which is able to signal omissions detected
in frames received with errors. No fundamental modifications
are needed to the wireless MAC standards, such as IEEE
802.15.4 [10]. The use of such unconventional extension
is enabled by emerging controller technology, such as reprogrammable technology and/or open core MAC sublayer
solutions, such as the transceivers and the MAC sublayers
developed by ATMEL [11]. With the CRC polynomials used in
wireless MAC sublayers, the residual probability of undetected
frame errors is negligible [12], [13].

Resilient Real-Time Communication Services
WnS Abstract Channel Interface

WnS Abstract Channel Properties
(naturaly provided and/or secured by design)

wireless transmission medium

WnS1 - Broadcast: correct nodes, receiving an uncorrupted frame
transmission, receive the same frame;
WnS2 - Error Detection: correct nodes detect and signal any
corruption done during frame transmissions in a locally received
frame;
WnS3 - Bounded Omission Degree: in a known time interval Trd ,
omission failures may occur in at most k transmissions;
WnS4 - Bounded Inaccessibility: in a known time interval Trd , a
wireless network segment may be inaccessible at most i times, with
a total duration of at most Tina ;
WnS5 - Bounded Transmission Delay: any frame transmission
request is transmitted on the wireless network segment, within a
bounded delay Ttd + Tina .

Fig. 2: WnS abstract channel properties

Property WnS3 (Bounded Omission Degree) formalises for
a channel, cr ∈ C, the failure semantics introduced earlier in
the fault model definition, being the abstract channel omission
degree bound, k ≥ fo . The omission degree of a WnS abstract
channel can be bounded, given the error characteristics of its
wireless transmission medium [13], [14], [15].
The Bounded Omission Degree property is one of the most
complex properties to secure in wireless communications.
Securing this property with optimal values and with a high
degree of dependability coverage may require the use of
multiple channels. In [7], we have advanced on how this can be
achieved by monitoring channel omission errors, and switch
between channels upon detecting that the channel omission
degree bound has been exceeded.
The time domain behaviour of a WnS is described by the
remaining properties. Property WnS5 (Bounded Transmission
Delay) specifies a maximum frame transmission delay, which
is Ttd in the absence of faults. The value of Ttd includes the
medium access and transmission delays and it depends on
message latency class and overall offered load bounds [16],
[17]. The value of Ttd does not include the effects of omission errors. In particular, Ttd does not account for possible
frame retransmissions. However, Ttd may include extra delays
resulting from longer WnS access delays derived from subtle
side-effects caused by the occurrence of periods of network
inaccessibility [15]. The use of deterministic networking access protocols such as [3], [18] is fundamental to secure a
bounded Ttd value.
A period of network inaccessibility is a disturbance that
may be induced externally by electromagnetic interference,

or by glitches in the MAC sublayer operation, such as those
that may result from the omission of a MAC control frame
(e.g., beacon). The network cannot be considered failed; it only
enters into a temporary state where the communication service
is not provided to some or all of the nodes. Hence, nodes may
experience a loss of connectivity within a WnS; the transient
loss of connectivity due to heavy node mobility is also treated
under the inaccessibility model. The bounded transmission
delay includes Tina , as a corrective term that accounts for
the worst-case duration of inaccessibility glitches, given the
bounds specified by property WnS4 (Bounded Inaccessibility).
The inaccessibility bounds depend on, and can be predicted
by the analysis of MAC sublayer characteristics [15].
III. L OW L EVEL D EPENDABILITY E NHANCEMENTS
To secure WnS abstract channel properties some mechanisms were designed and introduced in network operation.
A. Securing WnS2: frame error detection and signalling
The frame check sequence (FCS) is an error-detection code
appended to the frame content, and utilised to verify that its
integrity was not compromised during the propagation through
the communication channel. When the FCS of a received
frame is checked, and an error is detected, the (traditional)
MAC sublayer silently discards the erroneous frame. This is
a very restrictive operational model.
If, in addition to a robust frame error detection, one will
have the ability to signal the occurrence of such errors, that
will open an whole set of possibilities in terms of error handling capabilities. Thus, to overcome the limitations imposed
by the standard design of the MAC sublayer, we have proposed
in [7] an extension to the traditional FCS mechanism, which
generates a notification upon the reception of each frame
(including those received with errors). This mechanism has
already been successfully applied in [7] to design advanced
channel monitoring, failure detection and channel switching
upon failure functions.
The extension to the standard MAC sublayer is highly effective, though extremely simple, as show in the central section
of Fig. 3: the FCS extension includes only the extraction of the
frame’s header and its signalling, together with the frame error
status, at the WnS abstract channel interface. This can be easily
implemented using currently available commercial off-theshelf (COTS) technology, such as the ATMEL transceiver [11].
B. Securing frame header integrity
The content of an erroneous frame cannot be used since
one cannot know which part of the frame was corrupted.
However, some parts of the frame, such as the frame header,
may provide relevant information concerning network and/or
protocol operation. Thus, it will be extremely interesting if one
have the ability to extract such information, even when the
FCS verification reports the frame is erroneous. To guarantee
this extract action provides correct results, the information to
be extracted needs to be protected with a new integrity verification code, herein dubbed Header Check Sequence (HCS)

during an entire observation period, multiple of a relevant
elementary time interval. The node crash failure observation
period has been set to kc × (Ttd + Tina ), given the WnS
timeliness properties described in Fig. 2, and the operation
specified in [4].
Table I summarises the main characteristics (omission degree bounds and failure detection latencies) of the three failure
detectors we have just enumerated. A detailed description of
the operation of these failure detectors can be found in [4].
IV. D ESIGN OF R ELIABLE P ROTOCOLS

Fig. 3: MAC sub-layer FCS and HCS extensions

Fig. 4: Data frame, with the header structure defined in [4]

— see Fig. 3 and 4. The integrity of the information being
extracted from the frame header content can now be verified
and, if correct, delivered at the WnS abstract channel interface,
through a management notification primitive, as illustrated in
the rightmost part of Fig. 3.
In [4] we have successfully applied this technique to extract
from the frame header: the frame type (directly identifying the
header structure), a (redefined) reserved field (related with the
protocol family using the frame) and a shortened version of the
source node address. As illustrated in Fig. 4, in the place of the
source address a compound data is stored, consisting in such
shortened version of the source node address plus the HCS,
which protects the frame type, the relevant reserved fields,
and the (shortened) source address, altogether. The standard
length of the source address field is unchanged, implying no
extra overhead to the frame length [4], [10]. The use of this
additional protection mechanism is started after receiving a
short address assigned by the WnS coordinator, as specified
in [4]. The usefulness of this mechanism consists in identifying
the node at the channel input as possibly being the source of
the error [4], [7].

This section discusses how the low level MAC mechanisms
introduced earlier are useful in the design of Resilient RealTime Communication services, such reliable message delivery
(unicast, multicast, broadcast), to be built on top of the WnS
abstract channel interface, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A first
approach to the problem may consist of simply repeating the
transmission of a message (data frame) k + 1 times, being k
the channel omission degree. However, such a solution will
exhibit a very high overhead in terms of network bandwidth
utilisation, and therefore is not considered in our analysis. The
alternative is the use of transmit with response protocols.
A. P-ACK: the positive acknowledgement protocol
The traditional approach to the design of transmit with
response protocols is the use of positive acknowledgements.
Upon the reception of a correct data frame, correct recipients respond with a positive acknowledgement (P-ACK). If
a response is missing from some recipient, a new round is
started, upon the expiration of a timer, with the retransmission
of the data frame. The foundation of such protocol operation
is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The P-ACK protocol exhibits a significant bandwidth utilisation overhead, due to the transmission of positive acknowledgements, namely if the number of recipients (nlist ) is high.
The protocol allows the detection of recipients persistent/crash
failures and the corresponding intra-protocol recipients list
update. However, this action has, in the worst case, a higher
latency than the corresponding inter-protocol recipients list

C. Failure detectors
The low level mechanisms we have just introduced enable
the monitoring of the different networking components: the
channel cr ∈ C, with an omission degree bound, k; a node
at a given channel input, xq ∈ X, to be reported as suffering
from a persistent failure, if it exhibits more than kp omissions
in addition to possible omissions, due to channel operation; a
node crash failure when no activity is detected from a node,

Fig. 5: Sketch of P-ACK protocol operation

Best-case failure detection
latency

Worst-case failure detection
latency

channel

Omission degree
bound
k

Ttd

(k + 1) × Ttd + Tina

persistent

k + kp

(k + kp + 1) × Ttd

Failure detector

kc

crash

(k + kp + 1) × Ttd + Tina

kc × (Ttd + Tina )

TABLE I: Summary of failure detector characteristics

Fig. 6: Sketch of N-ACK protocol operation

update to be performed through the failure detectors specified
in [4] and introduced in Section III-C. With this exception, the
design of the P-ACK protocol, is rather classic and does not
take a real advantage of the specific omission monitoring and
failure detection mechanisms introduced in the WnS design.
This situation completely changes with the protocol described
next, in Section IV-B.
B. N-ACK: the negative acknowledgement protocol
Taking advantage of the frame error signalling management
indications, provided at the WnS abstract channel interface, the
N-ACK protocol, uses negative acknowledgements: the sender
transmits a data frame; correct recipients receiving a correct
data frame, take no action; correct recipients receiving an
incorrect data frame, signal this event through a management
indication, which leads to the transmission of a negative
acknowledgement (N-ACK). This operation is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The transmission of N-ACK frames is monitored by
the sender and, if needed, may also be monitored by recipients.
The N-ACK protocol takes real advantage of the low level
mechanisms introduced in Section III. In the absence of
frame errors, the N-ACK protocol guarantees reliable message
delivery without any network bandwidth utilisation overhead,
as illustrated in the second round of the protocol operation
sketched in Fig. 6. If no N-ACK is issued, a correct frame has
been received by all correct recipients. That means, a totally
ordered message broadcast has been successfully completed.
C. Protocol comparison and discussion
The Table II compares a series of characteristics for both
P-ACK and N-ACK protocols, among which are the protocol

overhead of network bandwidth utilization, the best and worst
case protocol termination times, and the worst case intraprotocol recipient failure detection latency. Both protocols
may benefit from the interaction with companion failure
detectors [4], which allow a faster and accurate update of the
recipients list, via inter-protocol updates.
Special inaccessibility control techniques, applicable both to
P-ACK and N-ACK protocols, and described in [5], allow an
optimal and adptative dimensioning of protocol timers. Timers
are always started with the optimal timeout value, Ttd , in the
absence of inaccessibility; in the presence of inaccessibility
events, timers are automatically and dynamically extented with
tina , the actual duration of the inaccessibility event, instead
of the worst case inaccessibility bound, Tina . Thus, the failure
detection latencies of Table I and the protocol execution times
inscribed in Table II can be significantly reduced.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper addressed the difficult problem of providing
resilient real-time communications in wireless networks. This
problem is even harder in extremely harsh environments with
respect to electromagnetic disturbances, such as those found
in avionics and aerospace systems and applications.
The approach taken exploits a fundamental set of correctness, dependability and timeliness properties, naturally exploited or imposed by design in the Wireless network Segment
(WnS), a broadcast space where all communicating devices are
at one-hop distance of each other. The WnS is then enriched
with low level omission monitoring and failure detection
functions, which are useful building blocks to architect, above
the Wns, Resilient Hard Real-Time protocols and services,
such as reliable communications, node failure detection and
membership, clock synchronisation and global notion of time.
Such kind of protocols and services are extremely helpful to build wireless-based distributed applications, and the
mechanisms and properties one have introduced in the WnS
definition constitute a first step towards the provision of similar
guarantees in multi-hop interconnected WnS networks.
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